®

Introducing Cobra AV™

Cobra AV® is a low cost, high quality, portable immersive display solution. The system delivers a combination of leading immersive hardware from the companies
Cobra Curved Display® range and world class training content. The user is immersed into an interactive training environment. With greater fidelity comes
greater presence which result in increased awareness, better knowledge acquisition and retention.
Immersion is achieved through our state of the art OmniMirror® optical system. It is made up with high quality HD or 4K optics and a next generation first surface
mirror. The content is then geometrically corrected in real time using our unique Cobra True Dimension® image generators. The end result - high quality, high fidelity
and a highly immersive experience.
With higher demand for high quality, cost-effective simulation training and immersive display technology, we work hard to make Cobra AV® the best costbenefit solution on the market. Building on the success of the Cobra Curved Display®, we are proud to present a fully customisable suite of solutions, ready to
fit any immersive display need. Research has shown that we learn through experience. Why not make it immersive?

Cobra AV ® Solutions

Cobra AV®

Cobra AV®
Pro

Cobra AV®
Advanced

Viewing and interacting with HD immersive content.
Demanding HD immersive training and simulation.
Professional simulation and training.
Highly customisable, suitable for medical, military simulation training.
Ultimate immersive experience, where frequency and latency matter.

Typical Uses

What’s new?

Cobra AV® delivers the world’s leading easily deployable, immersive audio visual
experience. Our solutions are deployed all across the globe in projects ranging from
military simulation training to entertainment. We work with museums to add the
wow factor to exhibits and allow for immersive learning, resulting in greater visitor
numbers every year. Over the years our network of partners has grown to allow us to
take on almost any challenge. These include integrators, universities and exhibition
designers to deliver immersive experiences and simulations. Why not get in touch
today? You can reach us at:

Cobra AV® underwent a considerable design overhaul with various improvements
and additions:

contact.cobra@cobrasimulation.com or +44 (0) 1506 592266

•
•
•
•

Improved Cobra True Dimension® image generators and software.
New fresh high gloss finish which is more robust, looks great anywhere.
Additional mirror protector is now included with every solution.
Easily upgrades to multi user interactive hub.

We’ve also expanded the capabilities of the existing design to include various
optional features, like flight cases and mirror shield.
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